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B01. Which of the following disaccharides is
composed of two glucose molecules?
A) chitin
B) sucrose
C) lactose
D) maltose
B02. Plants load sucrose into the veins of leaves
through the process of ___________.
A) cotransport
B) pinocytosis
C) phagocytosis
D) exocytosis
E) receptor-mediated endocytosis

B03. Which of the following birds is
considered a ratite?
A) cassowary
B) penguin
C) morning dove
D) red-tailed hawk
E) road runner
B04. Which group of worms undergoes ecdysis
or molting?
A) annelids
B) platyhelminthes
C) arachnids
D) all of the above
B05. Which of the following correctly
identifies the cortex in this cross section of a
dicot root?
A

B

C
B06. A biologist that wants to create a 3-D
image of the surface of a single epithelial
cell would be most successful with which of
the following microscopes?
Hint: the specimen is often coated in gold
A) scanning electron
B) transmission electron
C) brightfield
D) confocal
-

B07. What two molecules are produced during
linear electron flow in the light reactions of
photosynthesis?
A) FADH2, ATP
B) ATP, NADPH
C) NADPH, NAD+
D) FADH2, NAD+
E) GTP, G3P
B08. Which biological term below most
accurately describes organic, non-protein
helpers required by enzymes?
A) substrate
B) phosphofructokinase
C) coenzyme
D) cofactor
E) allosteric
B09. Which of the following is an x-linked
recessive disorder that was common in the
royal families of Europe in the 1800s?
A) Tay Sachs
B) sickle cell
C) down syndrome
D) hemophilia
E) HIV
B10. Choose the best description of cytokinesis
in animals.
A) vesicles derived from the Golgi coalesce
in the middle of the cell forming the cell
plate.
B) cyclin dependent kinases begin a
phosphorylation cascade ending in the
creation of a cleavage furrow.
C) G protein coupled receptors receive
intracellular signals.
D) tyrosine kinase receptors activate the
polyribosomes required for transcription.
E) a contractile ring of actin microfilaments
associated with myosin divide the cytoplasm
similar to a drawstring on jogging pants.
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B11. White eye color in fruit flies is sex linked.
If you breed a red eyed female to a wild type
male and discover four different phenotypes
equally expressed, you can conclude the
genotype of the female is___.(+ denotes
wild)
A) X-X+
B) X-XC) X+X+
D) both X+X+ and X-XE) X-Y
F) X+Y
B12. Which of the following parts of a
nucleotide is responsible for DNA’s
negative charge?
A) nitrogenous base
B) phosphate
C) five carbon sugar
D) histones
E) carboxyl group
B13. Biologists have figured out how to modify
a goat’s genome so that it contains a gene
for a human growth hormone, which is
secreted in the milk. What term below best
describes this goat?
A) cohort
B) chiasma
C) transgenic
D) scion
E) torpor
B14. Choose the letter that identifies the
location of the mobile carrier ubiquinone.
A

C

B

B15. Which of the following scenarios would
most likely result in allopatric speciation?
A) a population of pine trees was separated
over millions of years due to
continental drift. The habitat of the
original population stayed constant
while the second population
experiences much less rain.
B) Two species of squirrels live in the
same habitat but occupy different types
of trees. One species prefers pine trees
while the other species prefers
hardwood deciduous trees. After three
hundred thousand years the species are
introduced together and are able to
produce offspring, although the
offspring are infertile
C) A species of squirrels living in a forest
has divided into two populations that
feed on different food items. One group
in the population feeds exclusively on
acorns while the other group feeds only
on pine nuts. Over the course of 100
generations the squirrels that feed on
pine nuts have developed a lighter fur
coloring which is no longer attractive to
the group that feeds on acorns. These
two groups are now reproductively
isolated.
D) Five species of warblers use different
areas of spruce trees to build nests and
feed in. This has resulted in decreased
competition and reproductive isolation
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B16. Use the data below to determine the chisquare value.
X2 =
Species of
turtle
Snapper
Red-eared
slider
Stinkpot
Cooter
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

∑

(Oserved – Expected)2
Expected
Observed
Expected
32
75

15%
30%

50
55

25%
30%

.135
.381
3.37
.62
1.84

B17. Which of the following is the best
example of interspecific competition?
A) a lobster population that is suffering
from a rare mutation that makes mouth
parts more susceptible to parasites.
B) Two species of birds that occupy the
same tree bud one feeds on insects while
the other feeds on seeds.
C) One species of insect that has recently
colonized a new habitat and is feeding
on native beetle larvae.
D) A barnacle species that is restricted to
the upper tidal zone in the presence of a
different species of barnacle.
E) two snake species that feed on
crustaceans, with one feeding only on
terrestrial species and the other only on
aquatic species.
B18. Which of the following human practices
has the largest impact on both the nitrogen
and phosphorus cycles?
A) burning of fossil fuels
B) release of chlorofluorocarbons
C) introduction of exotic species
D) ozone formation in the troposphere
E) agriculture

Biology

B19. Which of the following best explains the
evolution of strong aromas in spices like
cinnamon, cloves and peppermint?
A) during some catastrophic event in
geological history the population was so
restricted that it experiences genetic
drift.
B) the heterozygous individuals had more
odor, but were also had higher primary
production and therefore experience
heterozygous advantage.
C) the odors attract herbivores that feed on
the plants and then deposit pollen with
feces for fertilizer.
D) the compounds that give the unique
odors are distasteful to many herbivores
and evolved for defense
B20. Which of the following leukocytes would
be most effective against a parastitic worm
living inside the adipose tissue of a human?
A) neutrophils
B) natural killer cells
C) B-cell
D) T-cell
E) macrophage
F) eosinophil
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C01. What is the molecular geometry of SiF4?
A) trigonal pyramid
B) see-saw
C) square planar
D) tetrahedral
E) “T” shaped
C02. A student conducts an experiment to
determine the density of an irregularly shaped
solid. The student first masses the object on a
balance and then determines the volume of the
object by water displacement:

The mass of the solid is determined to be
30.00 grams. The density of the solid should
be reported as
A) 3 g cm−3
B) 3.0 g cm−3
C) 3.00 g cm−3
D) 3.000 g cm−3
E) 3.0000 g cm−3

C03. How many carbon atoms are in 13.4 grams of
glucose (C6H12O6)?
A) 2.69 × 1023
B) 7.82 × 1023
C) 1.92 × 1022
D) 4.48 × 1022
E) 5.39 × 1023
C04. Which of the following contains the same
number of molecules as 48.0 grams of
C3H7OH?
A) 48.0 grams of SO2
B) 60.0 grams of H2
C) 48.0 grams of C3H8
D) 24.0 grams of CH4
E) 24.0 grams of C2H6.

Chemistry

C05. A 1.50 L flask is filled with neon gas to a
pressure of 2.65 atm at 145°C. How many
grams of neon are in the flask?
A) 1.26 g
B) 1.93 g
C) 2.34 g
D) 4.31 g
E) 6.74 g

C06. The melting point of SiO2 is 1100 °C while the
melting point of CO2 is −60 °C. Which of the
following best accounts for the difference?
A) The Si and O atoms are connected by a
network of covalent bonds which are quite
strong. CO2 is a molecular solid and the
attraction between the CO2 molecules are
much weaker.
B) SiO2 molecules are polar while CO2
molecules are non-polar. The dipole
attraction between SiO2 molecules are
much stronger than the attraction between
CO2 molecules.
C) The attraction between Si and O atoms are
ionic bonds which are quite strong. The
attraction between the C and O atoms are
covalent bonds which are much weaker.
D) SiO2 molecules have many more electrons
than CO2 molecules. The additional
electrons cause more bonds to form
between SiO2 molecules which accounts
for the higher melting point.
E) SiO2 molecules have many more electrons
than CO2 molecules. The additional
electrons cause greater dispersion forces
between SiO2 molecules which accounts
for the higher melting point.

C07. Which of the following atoms has the smallest
electronegativity?
A) P
B) S
C) Cl
D) K
E) Ca
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C08. The reaction CH4 + 2 O2 → CO2 + 2 H2O is
exothermic. Which of the following
statements concerning bond energies is
correct?
A) The total bond energies of the reactants
are greater than the total bond energies of
the products.
B) The total bond energies of the products are
greater than the total bond energies of the
reactants.
C) The total bond energies of the products
and reactants are the same.
D) It is impossible to determine the
relationship of the bond energies of the
products and reactants with the change in
free energy of the reaction.

C09. The following graphs shows the relative
concentrations of ions in solution for the
following equilibrium.
Fe3+(aq) + SCN−(aq) ⇄ FeSCN2+(aq)

Which of the following could account for the
change that occurred at the dashed line?
A) some HCl(aq) was added to the system
B) some NaOH(aq) was added to the system
C) some water was added to the system
D) some FeCl3(aq) was added to the system
E) some KSCN(aq) was added to the system.

Chemistry

C10. What is the formal charge of nitrogen in the
following structure?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

0
+1
−1
+2
−2

C11. The combustion of 18.7 grams of butane
produces 927 kJ of heat. What is the standard
enthalpy of formation of butane?
A) −111 kJ mol−1
B) −98 kJ mol−1
C) −124 kJ mol−1
D) −152 kJ mol−1
E) −131 kJ mol−1
C12. The rate constant of a reaction with respect to
the reactant A is 6.0 M−1min−1. If we start with
[A] = 0.80 M, when would [A] reach the value
of 0.080 M?
A) 1.9 min
B) 4.1 min
C) 2.8 min
D) 3.4 min
E) 5.0 min

C13. A container is initially filled with N2O5(g).
The following data were obtained during the
first order thermal decomposition of N2O5(g)
at constant volume
2N2O5(g) → 2N2O4(g) + O2(g)
Time (s)
0
100

Total Pressure (atm)
0.500
0.512

Calculate the rate constant for the reaction
with respect to the rate of N2O5.
A) 6.34 × 10−4 M−1s−1
B) 3.61 × 10−3 M−1s−1
C) 1.84 × 10−5 s−1
D) 5.18 × 10−3 s−1
E) 4.92 × 10−4 s−1
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C14. What volume of 0.0500 M KMnO4 solution
will be required to oxidize 1.52 grams of
FeSO4 in an acid solution?
A) 15.0 mL
B) 20.0 mL
C) 30.0 mL
D) 40.0 mL
E) 50.0 mL

C18. You have a saturated solution of PbF2. What is
the [F−] in the solution?
A) 1.8 × 10−4 M
B) 2.0 × 10−3 M
C) 3.6 × 10−4 M
D) 9.1 × 10−5 M
E) 4.0 × 10−3 M

C15. In which of the following does C have the
highest oxidation state?
A) C6H12O6
B) CH2Cl2
C) CH4
D) CCl4
E) H2CO

C19. A 5.0-amp current is used to electrolyze each
of these molten salts: Na2SO4, MgSO4,
Al2(SO4)3, K2SO4 and ZnSO4. Which metal
will be present with the greatest mass after 3.0
hours?
A) sodium
B) potassium
C) aluminum
D) magnesium
E) zinc

C16. A galvanic cell is made by connecting two
hydrogen electrodes. The anode is in the
beaker on the right. The emf of the cell is
0.118 V. What is the pH of the solution on the
left?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

2.0
3.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

C17. The rate law for the reaction A + 2B ⎯→ C is
found to be Rate = k [A][B]. The [B] is
doubled while [A] is kept constant. The value
of the rate constant will be_____.
A) doubled
B) halved
C) the same
D) quadrupled
E) decreased by ¼.

C20. How pi bonds are there in the following
molecule?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

2
3
4
5
6
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P01. According to Neil deGrasse Tyson, scientists
are still trying to find a single coherent theory
of quantum gravity. This involves blending the
quantum mechanics that was discovered in the
1920s with Einstein’s ____________________,
which he had put forth in 1916.
A) explanation of the photoelectric effect
B) big bang theory
C) special theory of relativity
D) discovery of the strong force
E) general theory of relativity
P02. According to Neil deGrasse Tyson, the
Voyager space probes were launched in 1977 to
study Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and
interstellar space. On board each probe was a
gold record album featuring the First
Movement of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony and
Johnny B. Goode by ________________.
A) the Rolling Stones
B) Chuck Berry
C) Deep Purple
D) the Blues Brothers
E) Ray Charles
P03. According to Neil deGrasse Tyson, in 1978,
Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson won the
Nobel Prize for making the first direct
observation of the cosmic background
radiation. In 2006, John C. Mather and
_________ would share the Nobel Prize for
observing the CMB over a broad range of the
spectrum.
A) Georges Lemaitre
B) George Gamow
C) Fritz Zwicky
D) George F. Smoot
E) Vera Rubin

P04. The first high-resolution images of the F Ring
of Saturn made by Voyager 1 surprised
scientists. The ring was separated into several
strands that appeared to be intertwined and
seemed to disobey the laws of physics. The
explanation is that there is a gravitational tugof-war among moons located close to the
narrow ring that directs the paths of the ring
particles. One moon orbits inside the ring and
the other orbits outside the ring. These moons
are called ____________ moons.
A) twin
B) guardian
C) double
D) shepherd
E) clone
P05. The average distance of Earth from the Sun is
approximately 1.496 x 108 km. How long does
it take for EM radiation from the Sun to reach
Earth?
A) 7.83 min
B) 8.07 min
C) 8.31 min
D) 8.55 min
E) 8.79 min
P06. A car was traveling north on I-35 at a speed of
106 km/h when it accelerated at a rate of
1.44 m/s2 for five seconds in order to pass a
slow truck. Find the speed of the car at the end
of the five second acceleration period.
A) 123 km/h
B) 126 km/h
C) 129 km/h
D) 132 km/h
E) 135 km/h
P07. Jo is standing on a platform scale in an
elevator at rest. The scale reads 54.6 kg. The
elevator then accelerates briefly at 1.15 m/s2.
What does the scale read during the
acceleration?
A) 57.6 kg
B) 61.0 kg
C) 63.4 kg
D) 66.8 kg
E) 70.2 kg
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P08. Jo has a mass of 54.6 kg and she is at rest on
the ice at the Kermit Ice Rink. She is holding a
10.0-kg weight and she throws it at a speed of
11.6 m/s due north. Consider the ice surface to
be frictionless and calculate Jo’s speed due
south after she throws the weight.
A) 1.90 m/s
B) 2.01 m/s
C) 2.12 m/s
D) 2.22 m/s
E) 2.33 m/s
P09. A meter stick has a mass of 600 g. Calculate
the rotational inertia of the meter stick about an
axis perpendicular to the stick and located at
the 90.0 cm mark. The moment of inertia of a
1
thin rod about its center is I  mL2 .
12
2
A) 1.03 kg·m
B) 0.812 kg·m2
C) 0.590 kg·m2
D) 0.368 kg·m2
E) 0.146 kg·m2
P10. For her science project, Jo decides to build a
long simple pendulum. The length of the
pendulum is 2.664 m. Find the period
of this excellent pendulum if the acceleration
of gravity is 9.801 in her town.
A) 3.276 s
B) 3.476 s
C) 3.676 s
D) 3.876 s
E) 4.076 s
P11. Four 60.0 g ice cubes at a temperature of
20.0C are dropped into 800 g of water in a
thermally-insulated container. The water is
initially at a temperature of 30.0ºC. Find the
final equilibrium temperature of the mixture.
A) 2.36ºC
B) 3.59ºC
C) 4.82ºC
D) 6.05ºC
E) 7.28ºC

P12. In a lab on dc circuits, Jo uses a 12.0-V
battery, a 120 Ω resistor, a 6.00 mF capacitor,
a switch, and a voltmeter. She closes the
switch at t = 0. What will the voltmeter read
at t = 0.250 s?
A) 7.50 V
B) 6.12 V
C) 4.78 V
D) 3.52 V
E) 2.44 V
P13. A particle of charge 16.0e is placed at the
origin and a particle of charge 4.00e is placed
at x = 10.0 mm. Where on the x-axis can you
place a proton so that the net force on the
proton is zero? (e = fundamental charge)
A) 6.00 mm
B) 6.67 mm
C) 7.00 mm
D) 7.50 mm
E) 8.00 mm

40 A

30 A

P14. A long wire carries a current of 40.0 A to the
right. The square loop carries a clockwise
current of 30.0 A. Each side of the square
loop is 2.25-m long. The distance from the
straight wire and the square loop is 25.0 cm.
Find the resultant force acting on the loop.
. A) 3.62 mN
B) 3.20 mN
C) 2.78 mN
D) 2.36 mN
E) 1.94 mN
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P15. A 600 W lightbulb radiates uniformly in all
directions. A perfectly absorbing surface is
placed 2.00 m from the bulb with its surface
facing the bulb. Find the radiation pressure
exerted on the surface.
A) 2.77 x 10-9 Pa
B) 3.98 x 10-8 Pa
C) 5.19 x 10-7 Pa
D) 6.40 x 10-6 Pa
E) 7.61 x 10-5 Pa
P16. Jo places a 2.00-inch-tall candle in front of a
convex mirror. The candle is 18.0 cm from
the mirror, which has a radius of curvature of
42.0 cm. Describe the image.
A) virtual, erect, 14.0 inches tall
B) virtual, erect, 1.40 inches tall
C) virtual, erect, 1.08 inches tall
D) real, inverted, 3.5 inches tall
E) real, inverted, 14.0 inches tall
P17. Jo was doing a Compton effect experiment.
In the experiment, she directed a beam of Xrays with a wavelength of 36.0 pm at a carbon
target. Some of the X-rays collided with
electrons in the carbon and were scattered at
an angle of 60.0º. How much energy is
imparted to an electron in each scattering?
A) 72.6 eV
B) 884 eV
C) 1120 eV
D) 3450 eV
E) 55600 eV

P19. A horizontal vinyl record has a mass of 110 g
and a radius of 10.2 cm. It rotates freely about
a vertical axis through its center at 4.68 rad/s.
The rotational inertia of the record is
4.94 x 10-4 kg·m2. Jo’s gum fell out of her
mouth and stuck to the edge of the record. If
the mass of her gum was 18.7 g, what was the
angular speed of the record after the gum
stuck to it?
A) 3.36 rad/s
B) 3.57 rad/s
C) 3.78 rad/s
D) 3.99 rad/s
E) 4.20 rad/s
P20. A diffraction grating with 1200 lines/mm is
placed 1.50 m from a viewing screen. A firstorder fringe is produced for light with a
wavelength of 440 nm. A first-order fringe is
also produced for light with a wavelength of
670 nm. Find the distance between these firstorder fringes.
A) 125 cm
B) 110 cm
C) 95.1 cm
D) 80.2 cm
E) 65.3 cm

P18. Which of the following is not classified as a
lepton?
A) electron
B) muon
C) tau
D) tau neutrino
E) pion
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Conversions
Constants
1 atm
R
R
R
e
NA
k
h
c

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
me =

0.08206 L·atm/mol·K
8.314 J/mol·K
62.36 L·torr/mol·K
1.602 × 10–19 C
6.022 × 1023 mol−1
1.38 × 10–23 J/K
6.626 × 10–34 J·s
3.00 × 108 m/s
2.178 × 10−18 J
9.11 × 10−31 kg

Densities
air,dry
water
ice
Fe
Au
Hg

=
=
=
=
=
=

0.001184 g/mL
1.00 g/mL
0.917 g/mL
7.87 g/mL
19.3 g/mL
13.6 g/mL

=
=
=
1 bar
=
1 cal
=
1 L·atm =
1 eV
=
1 lb
=
1 ton
=
1 tonne =
1 in
=

760 torr
101325 Pa
14.7 psi
105 Pa
4.184 J
101.325 J
1.602 × 10–19 J
453.6 g
2000 lbs
1000 kg
2.54 cm

Standard Thermodynamic Data
Water data
Some equilibrium constants
Tmp
Tbp
Cice
Cwater
Csteam
ΔHfus
ΔHvap
Kf
Kb

= 0°C
= 100°C
= 2.09 J/g K
= 4.184 J/g K
= 2.03 J/g K
= 334 J/g
= 2260 J/g
= 1.86 °C/m
= 0.512 °C/m

substance

(kJ/mol)

S°
(kJ/mol)

CO2 (g)

−394

214

CH4 (g)

−75

186

C3H8 (g)

−104

270

COCl2 (g)

−220

284

H2O (l)

−286

70

water
PbF2
CH3CO2H
CH3NH2

Kw
Ksp
Ka
Kb

=
=
=
=

1.0 × 10−14
3.3 × 10−8
1.8 × 10−5
4.4 × 10−4
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PHYSICS
Useful Constants

quantity

symbol

value

Free-fall acceleration

g

9.80 m/s2

Coulomb constant

k

8.99 x 109 N·m2/C2

Electron mass

me

9.11 x 10-31 kg

Fundamental charge

e

1.602 x 10-19 C

Speed of light in a vacuum

c

3.00 x 108 m/s

Density of water

ρ

1000 kg/m3

Permeability of free space

μ0

4π x 10-7 T·m/A

Planck’s constant

h

6.626 x 10-34 J·s

Gravitational constant

G

6.67 x 10-11 N·m2/kg2

Permittivity of free space

0

8.854 x 10-12 C2/N·m2

Electron volt

eV

1.602 x 10-19 J

Density of water

w

1000 kg/m3

Threshold of hearing

I0

10-12 W/m2

Universal gas constant

R

8.314 J/mol·K

Specific Heat of Ice

ci

2090 J/kg·Cº

Specific Heat of Water

cw

4186 J/kg·Cº

Heat of Fusion (Water)

Lf

334,000 J/kg
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B01. D

C01. D

P1. E

B02. A

C02. C

P2. B

B03. A

C03. A

P3. D

B04. C

C04. E

P4. D

B05. B

C05. C

P5. C

B06. A

C06. A

P6. D

B07. B

C07. D

P7. B

B08. D

C08. B

P8. C

B09. D

C09. B

P9. E

B10. E

C10. C

P10. A

B11. A

C11. E

P11. A

B12. B

C12. A

P12. D

B13. C

C13. E

P13. B

B14. A

C14. D

P14. E

B15. A

C15. D

P15. B

B16. C

C16. A

P16. C

B17. D

C17. C

P17. C

B18. E

C18. E

P18. E

B19. D

C19. B

P19. A

B20. F

C20. B

P20. B
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SELECTED SOLUTIONS
C02. (C)

The volume should be recorded as 10.0 cm3, so the calculated density should have 3 significant digits.

C03. (A)
C04. (E)
C05. (C)
C06. (A)

SiO2 is a network covalent compound (atoms are covalently bonded together) while CO 2 is a molecular
compound (molecules are held together by weak dispersion forces).

C08. (B)

Since the reaction is exothermic, the energy released by the formation of the bonds of the products is greater
than the energy required to break the bonds of the reactants.

C09. (B)

Adding OH− ions will precipitate Fe3+ ions out of the solution, causing the equilibrium to shift left.

C10. (C)

Formal charge of N = 5 – 6

C11. (E)

C12. (A)

The units of the rate constant is consistent with a second order reaction.

C13. (E)

R
2N2O5(g)
→ 2N2O4(g)
+ O2(g)
I
0.500 atm
0 atm
0 atm
C
−2x
+2x
+x
E
0.5−2x
2x
x
0.5−2x + 2x + x = 0.512 atm, x = 0.012 atm
PN2O5 = 0.476 atm after 100 sec.
First order reaction:
Fe2+ can be oxidized to Fe3+. MnO4− is reduced to form Mn2+ in an acidic solution.
balanced equation: 8 H+ + MnO4− + 5 Fe2+ → Mn2+ + 5 Fe3+ + 4 H2O

C14. (D)

C16. (A)

The reaction in the galvanic cell is 2H+ + H2 → H2 + 2H+ since the beaker on the right is the anode then [H+]
on the product side is 10−6 M.

C17. (C)

Rate constant for a reaction is affected by temperature, not concentration.

C18. (E)

R
I
C
E

C19. (B)

1 mol of electrons will produce 23 g Na, 39 g K, 9 g Al, 12 g Mg and 33 g Zn respectively. Given the same
current and time, the metal with greatest mass will be K.

C20. (B)

Each of the double bonds contain one pi and one sigma bond.

PbF2(s)

⇄

Pb2+(aq) +
0M
+x
xM

2F−(aq)
0M
+ 2x
2x M

Let x = molar solubility of PbF2.
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SELECTED SOLUTIONS
P1-P3 Astrophysics for People in a Hurry; Neil deGrasse Tyson; W. W. Norton & Company; 2017
P1. page 18

P2. page 39

P3. page 53-56

P4. 21st Century Astronomy; Kay, Palen, Smith, Blumenthal; W.W. Norton & Company; 2013; pages 348

v  v0  at
11

1.496 x10
 8.31 min
P5.
3x108  (60)

F  mg  ma  m( g  a )

106(1000)
 1.44(5)  36.64
P6. v 
3600
(36.64)(3600)
 132 km/h
1000

1
mL2  mh 2
12
1
2
2
P9. I  (.6)(1)  (.6)(.4)
12
I  0.146 kg  m 2

P7. F  54.6(9.8  1.15)  597.87
F 597.87
w 
 61.0 kg
g
9.8

I

m1v1  m2v2  m1v3  m2v4

P8. 0  0  54.6v3  10(11.6)
v3  2.12 m/s

m1ci T  m1 L f  m1cw T  m2cT

P11.

.24(2090)(20)  .24(334, 000) 
.24(4186)T  .8(4186)(30  T )
T  2.36C

2kI1 I 2 L
d
7
 2 x10  (40)(30)(2.25)

F

P14.

.25
 2 x10  (40)(30)(2.25)
7

2.5
.00194 N



p  3.98 x108 Pa
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kQq
r2
k (16)(1)
k (4)(1)

P13.
2
x
( x  .01) 2
x  .00667 m
F

.25


120(6 x103 )
P12. V (.25)  12 1  e





V  3.52 V

P
I
, p
2
4 r
c
P
p
4c r 2
15.
600
p
4  3 x108   (2) 2

L
2.664
 2
g
9.801

T  3.276 s

t


RC
V  Vmax 1  e 



I



P10.

T  2

1 1 1


f d o di
1
1 1
  , di  9.6923
P16. 21 18 di
hi
d h
9.6923
 i , i 
ho
do 2
18
hi  1.08 in
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h
1  cos  
mc
6.626 x1034
 
1  cos 60 
 9.11x1031  3x108 
 

  1.212211x1012

  36 x1012  1.212211x1012
  37.212211x1012
E

hc



 1 1
E0  E  hc   
 0  
1
 6.626 x10  3x10   36 x10
34

17. 1.7987 x1016 J 

8

12



1

12 
37.2 x10 

1 eV
 1120 eV
1.602 x1019 J

I11  I 22 , I  mr 2

 4.94 x10  (4.68) 
 4.94 x10  (.0187)(.102)  
4

P19.

4

  3.36 rad/s
d sin   m
1


9

 sin 1  440 x10
1200000


1  31.8704
1

9
P20. 

 sin  2  670 x10
1200000


 2  53.5138
x  150 tan(31.8704)  93.259
y  150 tan(53.5138)  202.815
202.815  93.259  110 cm
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